Frayer Model
Name of Strategy:

The Frayer Model

Organising Element: Conceptual
thinking

Graphic organiser

Purpose of Strategy:
This graphic organiser was designed by Dorothy Frayer and colleagues at the University of Wisconsin to
provide for a thorough understanding of new mathematical concepts and vocabulary. Student
engagement and collaborative learning are enhanced further through the use of this tool. Teachers will
also find that a Frayer Model is a useful pre-assessment strategy.
Description of Strategy
The Frayer Model can be presented to students as an A4 or A3 template or students can make a five-fold
template using scrap paper.
As a rule, place students in mixed ability groups. However, teachers may like to put high
ability learners in one group with other students in mixed-ability groups. In bouncing ideas
off one another and contributing to class discussion, high ability learners may raise the
level of discourse in the classroom which benefits all students.
Teaching Example
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As can be seen in the example above, the Frayer Model is carried out in five steps:
1. The concept is placed in the middle.

2. Students provide a definition of the concept in their own words.
3. Students provide facts, properties and characteristics of the concept.
4. Students provide examples of the concept.
5. Students provide non-examples of the concept. Please note - concepts should always be taught
using examples and non-examples so that misconceptions are exposed and eliminated.
Visual representations may be used to demonstrate student understanding in any part of the Frayer
Model. The use of oral, written, digital and visual strategies make the Frayer Model accessible to all.
References:
Both of these references are excellent resources for teachers using the Frayer Model for the first time.
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